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I. Introduction 

1. The new regulatory framework requires the calculation of a baseline 

value in order to set targets in the key performance area of cost-

efficiency. The baseline value is defined in Article 10(2) of the 

Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2019/317 of 11 February 

2019, including:  

i. baseline value for determined costs; and  

ii. baseline value for the determined unit cost. 

 

2. In order to compute the baseline, the PRB recommended the following 

forecasting techniques:  

 

a) moving average  

“Moving average estimation is typically applied for short-term quantitative 

time series analyses. This approach smooths short-term fluctuations while 

capturing longer term evolutions.” 

 

b) linear approximation 

“linear approximation approach describes the change of a variable in response 

to a change of another variable. 

 

Therefore, it is possible to express the change in costs relative to a change in 

traffic. 

 

In this approach, the linear approximation is determined based on the time 

horizon. The factor reflects the evolution of a cost item between the start and 
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end point of the timeframe, given the traffic evolution (expressed in service 

units) during the same timeframe.“ 

 

c) linear regression 

“(…) estimates a function describing the relation between two (or more) 

variables. 

 

A linear function represents the relation between a dependent variable (Y) and 

an explanatory variable (X). The relation is then described by two model 

parameters A (“the slope”) and B (“the intercept”): Y = A X + B. 

 

In this context, the actual cost is the dependent variable while the air traffic 

(expressed in service units) is the explanatory variable.” 

 

3. The proposed baseline value for Portugal complies with Article 10(2) of 

the Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2019/317 of 11 February 

2019 and the recommendations from the PRB. 

 

II. Methodology 

4. A description and a justification of the methodology used to estimate 

those values are presented below. 

 

Forecasting techniques analysis 

 

MOVING AVERAGE 
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Advantages Disadvantages 

Easy to calculate Does not consider traffic (or any 

other variable) while estimating cost 

evolutions 

 

Adequate for a short-term 

estimate, without a long historic 

data set 

Does not exclude outliers 

Source: PRB - Annex II Guidelines for calculating the baseline values and ANAC 

 

Table 1 – Moving average advantages and disadvantages  

 

5. As highlighted by the PRB this technique does not allow to take into 

consideration the impact of service units’ evolution. As ANS costs are 

heavily influenced by service units’ evolution, drawing a trend that 

ignores it, in our view would be biased. 

 

6. In the Portuguese case this is particularly important, as RP2 witnessed 

an extraordinary increase in traffic, requiring the implementation of 

several measures whose effects only started to have impact in terms of 

costs in the third quarter of 2017. 

 

LINEAR APPROXIMATION 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Relating the evolutions of costs 

with respect to the evolution of 

traffic 

Does not consider any 

intermediate evolution 

Excludes outliers from the analysis  

Adequate for a short-term 

estimate, without a long period of 

observations 

 

Source: PRB - Annex II Guidelines for calculating the baseline values and ANAC 
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Table 2 – Linear approximation advantages and disadvantages  

 

7. As long as the two years used as a base for the linear approximation are 

“normal” years, it is a good alternative to short-term estimates, when the 

historical observations are limited. Furthermore, it is not impacted by 

outliers, even when the historic data base is short. 

 

8. This is particularly relevant for Portugal, because as mentioned before 

there was a significant traffic increase resulting from a massive shift of 

traffic flows during RP2. In response NAV Portugal put in place several 

mitigation measures that in 2016 did not add to costs, as the rescue 

conditions for Portugal did not allow salaries to increase or extra-hours 

to be paid. In 2017, structural measures were taken and extra hours 

started to be paid. As such, from the third quarter of 2017 on, the 

structural measures implemented started to have a cost. Accordingly, 

2018 was the year when the full cost of the measures implemented to 

provide the additional capacity needed for the levels of demand 

witnessed were accounted for. 

 

9. As such, the linear approximation approach between 2015 and 2018, 

allows Portugal to have the relation between cost and traffic levels.  

 

LINEAR REGRESSION 

Advantage  Disadvantage 

Account for the detailed evolution 

of costs with respect to the 

evolution of air traffic considering 

all years of the timeframe selected 

Large number of observations are 

needed to have accurate estimates, 

and eliminate the impact of outliers 

  

Source: PRB - Annex II Guidelines for calculating the baseline values 
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Table 3 – Linear regression advantages and disadvantages  

 

10. If historical data allows for a high number of observations as an input to 

a linear regression, than this becomes a very reliable method. However, 

if the number of observations is very small, the impact of possible 

outliers may distort the results. 

 

11. Considering that RP2 only allows for 4 observations, and the 

circumstances of Portugal described previously, affecting two of these 

observations, we consider that the result from the linear regression 

would misrepresent the relation between cost and traffic.  

 

 

Justification for the technique applied 

12. Considering the results from the analysis of advantages and 

disadvantages of each possible method, and the particular 

circumstances of Portugal along RP2, we consider that in our particular 

case the best method to compute the baseline is the linear 

approximation. 

 

 

 

Assumptions for the calculation 

13. Based in the requirements of the new implementing Regulation the 

baseline value calculation assumed the following: 

a) Actual costs available for RP2, i.e., actual costs from 2015 

and 2018; 
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b) Was adjusted to take into account the actual route flown 

traffic values and their relation to costs, e.g., Lisbon en-

route baseline value for the determined unit cost was 

derived by dividing the determined costs with the service 

unit actual route flown; 

c) Considered cost data expressed in €2017; 

d) Depreciation and cost of capital, were not subject to 

inflation adjustments, according to Article 22(1); 

e) Total cost was determined as the sum of individual 

estimates of the cost items per charging zone; 

f) Costs of VFR flights were not included; 

g) Considered M3 service units estimates of the latest 

STATFOR forecast base scenario adjusted; 

h) Adjusted for the change in allocation criteria between en-

route and terminal, in MET and NSA costs. 

 

III. Baseline value calculation  

Lisbon en-route 

14. As recommended by the PRB forecasts were performed per cost item.  

 

15. Cost items in the base of the baseline estimate (values in thousand 

euros): 
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ANSP  Actual costs - RP2 

NAV Portugal  2015 2018 

      
1.     Detail by nature (in nominal terms)    

1.1   Staff  76.027,49 103.456,21 
1.2   Other operating costs  9.357,11 9.840,37 
1.3   Depreciation  4.868,46 6.126,31 
1.4   Cost of capital  2.659,56 2.797,96 
1.5   Exceptional items  0,00 0,00 
1.6   Total costs  92.912,61 122.220,85 

 

 

MET  Actual costs - RP2 

IPMA  2015 2018 

      
1.     Detail by nature (in nominal terms)    

1.1   Staff  2.749,45 2.525,00 
1.2   Other operating costs  1.713,63 2.280,00 
1.3   Depreciation  750,00 895,00 
1.4   Cost of capital  178,35 208,00 
1.5   Exceptional items  0,00 0,00 
1.6   Total costs  5.391,43 5.908,00 

 

 

NSA  Actual costs - RP2 

ANAC/EUROCONTROL  2015 2018 

      
1.     Detail by nature (in nominal terms)    

1.1   Staff  585,38 822,31 
1.2   Other operating costs (1)  7.396,10 7.160,11 
1.3   Depreciation  2,79 2,79 
1.4   Cost of capital  0,21 0,21 
1.5   Exceptional items  0,00 0,00 
1.6   Total costs  7.984,48 7.985,42 

 

 

ANSP  Actual costs - RP2 

SAR  2015 2018 

      
1.     Detail by nature (in nominal terms)    
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1.1   Staff  782,66 819,00 
1.2   Other operating costs  3.764,76 4.107,82 
1.3   Depreciation  139,66 139,66 
1.4   Cost of capital  0,00 0,00 
1.5   Exceptional items  0,00 0,00 
1.6   Total costs  4.687,08 5.066,48 

 

 

ALL ENTITIES  Actual costs - RP2 

  2015 2018 

      
1.     Detail by nature (in nominal terms)    

1.1   Staff  80.144,98 107.622,53 
1.2   Other operating costs (1)  22.231,59 23.388,29 
1.3   Depreciation  5.760,91 7.163,76 
1.4   Cost of capital  2.838,12 3.006,17 
1.5   Exceptional items  0,00 0,00 
1.6   Total costs  110.975,59 141.180,75 

Costs items in '000  

(1) Including EUROCONTROL costs 

 

Table 4 – Lisbon en-route RP2 actual costs in nominal terms – All entities detail 

 

16. Baseline value for Lisbon en-route was calculated using historical data 

from 2015 and 2018 figures. The computations are based on the 

converted €2017 costs. The results for all entities, i.e., ANSP, MET, NSA and 

SAR were summed together to calculate the Portugal baseline value 

(Table 5 – values in thousand euros). 

 

ALL ENTITIES  2015 2018 Baseline value 

       
1.     Detail by nature (in real terms)    

 
1.1   Staff  81.902,93 106.356,12 109.294,15 
1.2   Other operating costs (1)  22.559,39 23.195,86 23.272,33 
1.3   Depreciation  5.760,91 7.163,76 7.332,44 
1.4   Cost of capital  2.838,12 3.006,17 3.026,18 
1.5   Exceptional items  0,00 0,00 0,00 
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1.6   Total costs  113.061,35 139.721,92 142.925,10 
Costs items in '000     
(1) Including EUROCONTROL costs      
 

Table 5 – Lisbon en-route RP2 actual costs in real terms – All entities detail 

 

17. Finally, the baseline was adjusted to incorporate the impacts from the 

change in allocation criteria between en-route and terminal ANS, from 

RP2 to RP3, namely regarding MET and NSA. Table 6 presents the 

baseline value in real terms considering the effect of change in allocation 

criteria between en-route [85%] and terminal [15%] ANS (values in 

thousands of euros). 

 

ALL ENTITIES  2015 2018 Baseline value 

       
1.     Detail by nature (in real terms)    

 
1.1   Staff  81.393,59 105.858,51 108.800,13 
1.2   Other operating costs (1)  22.239,53 22.807,27 22.875,54 
1.3   Depreciation  5.647,99 7.029,10 7.194,91 
1.4   Cost of capital  2.811,34 2.974,94 2.994,45 
1.5   Exceptional items  0,00 0,00 0,00 
1.6   Total costs  112.092,44 138.669,82 141.865,04 

Costs items in '000     
(1) Including EUROCONTROL costs      
 

Table 6 - Lisbon en-route RP2 actual costs in real terms adjusted – All entities 

detail 

 

18. Accordingly we reached a baseline value for Lisbon en-route of 141,9 

M€2017. Considering the 2019 STATFOR Base scenario service unit 

forecast, i.e., 3.940.295 service units, the baseline value for unit cost for 

Lisbon en-route is equal to 36,00 €2017. 
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Costs in real terms 

 

Figure 1– Lisbon en-route costs evolution and baseline forecast [€2017; ‘000] 

 

Portugal terminal 

19. Cost items in the base of the baseline estimate (values in thousand 

euros): 

 

  2015 2018 

    
1.     Detail by nature (in nominal terms)   
1.1   Staff        22.924,55        32.347,62  
1.2   Other operating costs          1.672,32          2.171,79  
1.3   Depreciation          2.951,48          2.746,46  
1.4   Cost of capital             588,52          1.004,53  
1.5   Exceptional items                    -                       -    
1.6   Total costs        28.136,88        38.270,40  

Costs items in '000  

   

 

Table 7– Portugal terminal RP2 actual costs in nominal terms 
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20. The baseline value for Portugal terminal was calculated using actual 

costs for 2015 and 2018, converted to €2017. The results below only 

includes ANSP costs to calculate the Portugal baseline value, as other 

entities will be included in the following step (Table 8 in thousand euros). 

 

  2015 2018 Baseline value 

       
1.     Detail by nature (in real terms)    

 
1.1   Staff  23.431,09 31.964,05 33.251,01 
1.2   Other operating costs  1.709,27 2.146,04 2.211,90 
1.3   Depreciation  2.951,48 2.746,46 2.715,61 
1.4   Cost of capital  588,52 1.004,53 1.067,26 
1.5   Exceptional items  0,00 0,00 0,00 
1.6   Total costs  28.680,37 37.861,08 39.245,77 
Costs items in '000     
      
Table 8 – Portugal terminal RP2 actual costs in real terms 

 

21. Finally, the previous forecast was adjusted to incorporate the 

effect of change in allocation criteria between en-route and terminal and 

include MET and NSA costs. Table 9 presents the baseline value in real 

terms considering the effect of change in allocation criteria between en-

route [85%] and terminal [15%] ANS (values in thousand euros). 

 

 
 2015 2018 Baseline value 

       
1.     Detail by nature (in real terms)    

 
1.1   Staff  24.118,57 32.649,10 33.934,10 
1.2   Other operating costs  2.141,20 2.659,05 2.737,13 
1.3   Depreciation  3.102,08 2.926,05 2.899,53 
1.4   Cost of capital  624,24 1.046,17 1.109,79 
1.5   Exceptional items  0,00 0,00 0,00 
1.6   Total costs  29.986,09 39.280,37 40.680,55 

Costs items in '000     
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Table 9 – Portugal terminal RP2 actual costs in real terms adjusted 

 

22. The Portugal terminal baseline is 40,7 M€2017. Considering the 2019 

STATFOR Base scenario service unit, i.e., 286.294,814, the baseline in 

unit cost is equal to 142,09 €2017. 

 

 

 

 

 
Costs in real terms 
 

Figure 2 – Portugal terminal costs evolution and baseline forecast [€2017; 

‘000] 

 

 

IV. Conclusions 

23. Portugal chose a linear approximation approach to estimate its baseline 

value, taking into account the specific conditions witnessed in 2016 and 

2017, which would likely bias the results attained with other methods. 
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24. The application of the linear approximation method to Lisbon en-route 

led to a baseline value of 141,9 M€2017, or a unit cost of 36,00 €2017. 

 

25. On the other hand for Portugal terminal the baseline value is 40,7 M€2017, 

or a unit cost of 142,09 €2017. 


